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Take command of the  
on-demand economy
Introducing the new Zebra MC9300, 
the Android evolution of the industry’s 
most ultra-rugged mobile computer.



With better ergonomics, you can fulfill more orders with increased speed and accuracy. Its modern Android platform 
gives you future-proof technology you can count on. And as an evolution of the MC9000 Series, you get a familiar 
form factor, pre-loaded Terminal Emulation and easy migration to modern, touch-based apps for training in minutes.
 So your front-line workforce can capture their edge.

Meet the demands of the on-demand economy with the new Zebra MC9300

The new Zebra MC9300 ultra-rugged Android Mobile Computer

Modern Android OS with
future-proof forward
version support you can
count on, with the
protection of LifeGuard.

Android OS
1D/2D, Extended Range Imager, 
 Direct Part Mark.

Advanced Data Capture

An evolution of the world’s 
best-selling and most trusted 
enterprise mobile computer for 
the past 15 years.

MC9000 Series Legacy

10% more productive*
with less muscle effort
and movement.

More Productivity

Pre-loaded Terminal Emulation 
and easy migration to modern, 
touch-based apps.

Easy Migration

4.3 inch WVGA display with
a capacitive Gorilla Glass
touch panel.

Larger, More Rugged Screen

Fast charging with hot
swap support and
 battery analytics.

Larger Battery

Like cold storage
down to -30°C and 
hazardous environments.

Works in Demanding 
 Environments

13 MP color rear camera 
option to support proof 
of condition.

Rear Camera
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*Performance improvements measured by a third-party testing laboratory vs. competitive devices.

Mobility DNA
Offers simpler management
and easier integration.

Visit zebra.com/MC9300 to learn more.


